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Abstract: In the current times, tasks like Object Detection, Object tracking, Gesture prediction, Video prediction in computer vision are being solved effectively with models of deep learning. Video frame prediction involves predicting the next few frames of a video given the previous frame or frames as input. Currently, the challenge in video frame prediction is that the predicted future frames are blurry. This paper focuses on the removal of noise from the predicted image using Denoising Autoencoders, solve the above-addressed issue. The proposed work, trains LSTM model which generates future frames by giving a sequence of input frames. The predicted output is given as an input to the Denoising Autoencoders which tries to remove the blurry predictions. Our approach is implemented on Moving MNIST Dataset. The result of our proposed method improved accuracy and is compared with the accuracy of Denoising Autoencoders, LSTM, and LSTM along with Denoising Autoencoders.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Computer Vision is a field, which includes fundamentals of images, object tracking, object detection, classification and video analysis. In computer vision, video analysis has become a challenging task and for solving the real life problems, Deep learning model plays a major role. Predicting the future frame has received much attention in unsupervised learning. The procedure is shown in Fig.1

![Fig. 1 Prediction of future frame is done by giving a sequence of input frames to the predictive model and in turn generates predicted frames.](image)

This paper addresses the problem of blurriness in the predicted frames. For dealing with blurry predictions obtained after applying to any prediction model, a process by combining LSTM model with Denoising Autoencoders is proposed. Then compared the accuracy with the learning representation LSTM model with LSTM + Denoising Autoencoders.

Finally, Loss function has been used to calculate the inconsistency between the predicted value and the actual value. There are different loss functions in literature like Mean Square Error (MSE), L1 loss, Universal quality index, Adversial loss function etc. Loss function reduces the error in prediction. A value of ‘1’ shows that the images are identical to each other or else the value is between ‘0’ and ‘1’.

The paper is divided into the following sections, Section 2 overviews of existing methods, proposed work in Section 3, implementation results are shown in Section 4 and conclusion in Section 5.

II. LITERATURE SURVEY

In recent years, a huge amount of work has been carried out in video prediction and in the below mentioned research papers different authors have trained different models for predicting future frames and removal of blurriness from the predicted frames such as, ’Encoder and Decoder LSTM model’ that worked on unlabeled videos and this model even helped for long-duration predicted frames [1]; Deals with blurry predictions obtained from the standard mean squared error function [2]; Suggested ‘PGN network’, which consists of convolutional Autoencoder with recurrent LSTM layer [3]; The solving of video generation task by using techniques to maintain temporal and spatial features [4]; The objective of the paper is to make, accurate prediction of future frames in complex and real-world scenes [5]; Proposed a ‘two stage GANs’, for predicting the future frames clearly. The loss function used here was Gradient Difference Loss (GDL). The experimentation was carried out on datasets like Sports-1M, UCF-101, KITTI [6]; An architecture called ‘Fully Context-aware’ was introduced, this architecture or model is able to have sharper predictions. The MD-LSTM blocks was used where the output of each are combined in context blending blocks[7]; Introduced ‘Predictive Coding Network (PredNet)’ where the system continuously makes predictions and compares them to the actual input. The error is then propagated so that the predictive model can be updated [8]; A two-stage frame work called ‘Video Prediction via Selective Sampling (VPSS)’ was introduced. Datasets like Human 3.6M, Moving MNIST and RobotPush were used for experimentation[9]. For capturing the spatial and temporal features in natural video’s proposed an Encoder-Decoder CNN and convolutional LSTM model[10]; Proposed a method Deep Voxel flow that consists of a Fully-Convolutional Encoder-Decoder architecture containing with three convolutional and deconvolutional layers[12]; for predicting the video frame used Gated Recurrent units which confound noise during training phase [13]; This paper focuses on pixel level video prediction.
that uses hierarchical approach[14]; Predicts the Pedestrian’s behavior, by extracting the person appearance and pose features[16]; Proposed an SDC module for learning motion vector of objects in the frame prediction and a kernel for synthesizing the pixels[17,31]; Proposed a Meta-Learning an unsupervised learning rule for training networks[18]; Focused on action prediction sequences, for this proposed global-local temporal action prediction model[24,23,33].

Intuitively, all the last few predicted frames from different models suffer from bluriness.

III. PROPOSED METHOD

Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) network architecture has feedback connections that have designed to work with a single data point as well as a sequence of data points. LSTM network is one of the best-suited models for predicting the time series data and deals with vanishing gradient problem. LSTM unit consists of cells, where it stores the information. The cells make a decision about what information to store, read, write and delete which is controlled via gates. The three types of gates that are used are Input, Output and Forget gates. The two states that are transferred to the next layer are the Cell state and the Hidden state. It is shown in Fig 2 [25].

![LSTM model](image)

**Fig. 2. LSTM model.**

Forget gate: Makes decisions about what to remove from previous state h(t-1)

Equation:  
\[ f_t = \sigma \left( W_f [h_{t-1}, x_t] + b_f \right) \]  
(1)

Where  
- \( \sigma \) is sigmoid function.  
- \( W_f \) is Weight matrix  
- \( b_f \) is bias vector parameter  
- \( h_{t-1} \) is previous state hidden vector  
- \( x_t \) is Input vector to LSTM

Input gate: What information need to be written to the cell.

Equation:  
\[ i_t = \sigma \left( W_i [h_{t-1}, x_t] + b_i \right) \]  
(2)

Where  
- \( c_t \) is cell state vector  
- \( i_t \) is input gate activation vector

Output gate: What needs to be output to a cell.

Equation:  
\[ h_t = o_t \cdot \tanh(c_t) \]  
(3)

where  
- \( h_t \) is hidden state vector  
- \( o_t \) is an output gate activation vector  
- \( c_t \) is a cell state vector

Denoising Autoencoder is an extention of the basic autoencoder. Denoising autoencoder attempts to randomly corrupt input data.

![Denoising Autoencoders](image)

**Fig. 3. Denoising Autoencoders.**

In Denoising autoencoders, the input image is corrupted, by adding noise.Denoising auto encoder job is to recover the input . The input to the denoising autoencoder is the predicted frame and to this salt and pepper noise is added for the noise removal [31].

In Denoising autoencoder, the structure is  
\[ Y = \sigma [w b].[(p+r);1] \]  
(4)

where \( r \) is the noise added to input.

A random value is generated for every patch  
\[ Y = f_{NL}[w b].[(p+r);1] \]  
(5)

The process of the proposed method is shown below in the fig. 4, where the prediction model used is LSTM which generates the predicted frame. This predicted frame acts as an input to the Denoising Autoencoders which try to remove the bluriness in the predicted frame.

![Flow of the proposed method](image)

**Fig. 4. Flow of the proposed method.**

IV. RESULTS

The given method is implemented on Moving MNIST Dataset. The dataset consists of 10,000 sequences with length 20 showing 2 digits moving inside a 64X64 frame. To start the work we used front end as keras and back end as Tensorflow. For learning the environment, LSTM model is used , which inturn helps for predicting the next frames given the past frames as input and to evaluate the quality of predicted frame.
Mean Square Error is used. For the experimentation, epochs are used to measure the MSE of Training and Test dataset. On changing the different parameters like epochs and batch size above 250, best results can be achieved. Batch size tells how many frames are loaded. The input and output frame are divided by 255 to normalize all the data between ‘0’ and ‘1’. The input frame is resized to 28X28, experimented with epoch value of 10 and batch size 150 and a comparison between the three models named Denoising Autoencoders, LSTM model, the combination of LSTM along with Denoising Autoencoders is shown in terms of loss and on number of epochs. However, The loss function used is MSE, it is the simplest of all the errors which is defined as error in the divergence of prediction from actual rating and the activation function used in Denoising Autoencoders is Relu. After calculating the loss, finally graph is plotted between number of epochs by loss.

**TABLE-1:** SUMMARIZES THE ACHIEVED ACCURACY VALUES FOR THE THREE MODELS BASED ON THE NUMBER OF EPOCHS.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Total no. of Parameters</th>
<th>No.of Epochs</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Denoising Autoencoders</td>
<td>49761</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSTM Model</td>
<td>57828</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>31%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSTM + Denoising Autoencoders</td>
<td>57828</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>33%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is observed that Denoising Autoencoders have an accuracy of 50% when it is implemented directly on a dataset. Compared to the LSTM model the proposed method accuracy is increased.

![Fig. 5. Denoising Autoencoder Model Loss. Figure depicts the result of the loss, of every single-epoch sequence of Denoising Autoencoder model. It is found that the loss value is getting reduced based on the number of epoch sequence. The activation function used is Relu and loss function is MSE.](image)

![Fig. 6. Shows the total parameters used by the LSTM model.](image)

![Fig. 7. LSTM Model Loss, where the loss function used is MSE and activation function is relu.](image)

![Fig. 8. is the model loss of LSTM combined with Denoising Autoencoders. Figure shows that based on the number of epochs, the loss value varies. The loss function used is MSE, activation function is relu.](image)

**V. CONCLUSION**

In this paper three different models have been developed. From the experimental results, it was shown that the performance of LSTM+Denoising Autoencoder is based on the quality of the predicted frame and on the number of epochs. The loss value can be reduced by increasing the epochs. The given method improves the accuracy compared to the LSTM model and it is observed that the accuracy of the given method achieves up to 33% over LSTM model. This work can be extended further with variations of LSTM Models and Autoencoders.
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